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At BCI, we are developing new exhibits for the Visitors Centre.  Please rank the 
following five choices 1 through 5.  1 represents the exhibit you would most like to 
see and 5 represents the exhibit that you would least like to see. 
 
 
A.  Soil: Opening the black box 
      There are various interactions between different soils and plants, animals, and 
other organisms.  Which soils do we find on the Island?  What are soil organisms?  
How do researchers open this “black box?”  What do soils tell us about the history 
of the area?  Rank: ________ 
 
B.  Animal Behaviour 
      How do we know what the animals do on the island?  Let’s examine tracking 
systems, including radio and camera trapping, and research about army ants and 
ocelots.  Rank: ________ 
 
C.  Barro Colorado Island: Behind the scenes 
      How does the island function on a day to day basis?  Where does the garbage 
go and where does the food come from?  How does one receive mail, connect to the 
Internet or make phone calls outside the island?  How and why are these necessary 
to make tropical biology research happen?  Rank: ________ 

 
D.  Environmental Monitoring 
      How do we measure the climate?  How does it affect the plants, animals, and 
people?  As well, we will take data from a weather station.  Rank: ________ 
 
E.  Biodiversity 
     How many monkeys, birds, insects, plants, and fungi are there?  How do we 
know?  Why are they on the island?  Let’s understand the environment and how 
humans play a role.  Why do we protect certain areas?  Rank: ________ 
 
F.  Why is the world green? 
      How does a leaf survive and how can this help us to survive in a world where 
the threats are always changing?  Rank:_________ 
 
Age: ________ 
Where you are from: ____________ 
Type of visitor (scientist, student, tourist, other (specify): __________________ 
 

Instituto de Investigaciones Tropicales Smithsonian
Isla Barro Colorado 

Encuesta Del Centro de Visitantes 
 

Aquí en BCI, estamos desarrollando nuevas exhibiciones para el Centro de 
Visitantes.  Por favor, ordene las siguientes cinco opciones, 1 hasta 5.  1 significa la 
exhibición que más le gustaría ver y 5 significa la exhibición que menos le gustaría 
ver.  
 
A.  Suelo: Abrimos la caja negra 
      Hay varias  interacciones entre diferentes suelos y  plantas, animales, y otros 
organismos. ¿Cuales son los suelos que encontremos en la Isla?  ¿Qué son  
organismos de suelo? ¿Cómo pueden los investigadores abrir esta “caja negra?” 
¿Qué nos dicen los suelos sobre la historia del  área?   Posición: ________ 
 
B.  El comportamiento de animales 
      ¿Cómo sabemos lo que pasa con los animales de la Isla?  Examinamos el 
sistema de monitoreo, incluyendo las trampas de fotografía, e investigaciones sobre 
las hormigas guerreras  y los ocelotes.  Posición: ________ 
 
C.  Isla Barro Colorado: Tras bastidores 
      ¿Cómo funciona la isla día a día?  ¿A dónde va la basura y de dónde viene la 
comida?  ¿Cómo se puede recibir el correo, conectar a la RED o hacer llamadas 
afuera?  ¿Cómo y por qué son importantes para hacer la biología tropical una 
realidad?  Posición: ________ 
 
D. El monitor medioambiental 
        ¿Cómo medimos  el clima?  ¿Cómo afecta el clima a  las plantas, los animales 
y las personas? También, vamos a tomar datos de una estación del tiempo.   
Posición: ________ 

 
E.  La biodiversidad 
     ¿Cuántos monos, aves, insectos, plantas y hongos hay?  ¿Cómo sabemos?  ¿Por 
que están en la Isla?  ¿Qué son las diferentes interacciones?  Entendamos el medio 
ambiente y como los humanos juegan un papel.  ¿Por que protegemos ciertas 
áreas?  Posición: ________ 
 
F.  ¿Por qué es el mundo verde? 
     ¿  Cómo pueden las hojas sobrevivir y cómo pueden ayudarnos a sobrevivir en 
un mundo donde las amenazas siempre cambian?  Posición: _________ 
 
Edad: _________ 
De dónde viene: ____________ 
Tipo de visitante (científico, estudiante, turista, otro (especifique): ___________ 
 
Comentarios: 

Comments: 
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Hola a todo!  

         Nos gustaría tomar esa oportunidad para presentarnos a ustedes por que 
no pudimos asistir su ultima reunión.  Ya habíamos encontrados unos de ustedes 
pero sabemos que es un grupo grande entonces eso es una manera para que 
sepan quien somos.  

        Nos llamamos Ryan Hicks y Sam Hapke y estamos trabajando sobre el 
desarrollo y evaluación de exhibiciones en el centro de visitantes, con la 
supervisión de Beth King.  Estamos participando en el Semestre de Campo de la 
Universidad McGill, ubicada en Montreal, Quebec, Canada.  Llegamos en enero y 
hemos tomado 2 cursos al lado de trabajar con Beth.  Entre ahora y el fin de 
abril, vamos a tomar un curso mas y continuar trabajar en esa pasantia.  Nuestro 
trabajo con Beth e el programa de visitantes cuenta para un curso doble crédito 
de McGill que se llama "Research in Panama."  

       Tenemos dos metas para esa pasantia: hacer un producto para el centro de 
visitantes (que son planes para 2 nuevas exhibiciones) y hacer un producto 
escrita para McGill (sobre la relación entre la conservación y la educación publica).  

       Lo que apreciaríamos de ustedes: en la sala de conferencia 
(donde hacen la introducción a BCI para los visitantes) sobre la mesa hay 
encuestas.  Al fin del día, cuando los visitantes están llenando los comentarios 
sobre su día, ¿puedan ustedes pedirles de llenar nuestra encuesta y ponganlos en 
el envelope que dice "Encuestas?"  Estamos colectando datos para nuestro 
proyecto y va a ayudarnos mucho. Gracias

           Encontraran con ese e-mail nuestro "Informe de Progreso" y "Plan de 
trabajo" para que tengan una buena idea de lo que deseamos hacer durante 
nuestro tiempo corto aquí.  Pero, sepan que lo que hemos planificados puede 
cambiar fácilmente. 

       Apreciamos sus sugerencias, comentarios e ideas.  Hasta pronto!   
Ryan y Sam 
 
 
 
 

 

Hello Everyone!  

        We would like to take this opportunity to introduce ourselves to you as a 
group as we were unable to attend your last monthly meeting.  We have had the 
chance to meet some of you already but we realize that there are many more of 
you who are involved in the Visitors Programme that we have yet to meet.  

       Our names are Ryan Hicks and Sam Hapke and we are working on the 
Development and Formative Evaluvation of Exhibits at the Visitors Centre, under 
the supervision of Beth King.  We are currently in Panama participating in the 
McGill Panama Field Study Semester, a program through our university, McGill, in 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada.  We arrived in January and have taken 2 field courses 
so far in addition to working on this internship with Beth.  Between now and the 
end of April, we will take one more field course and continue to work on this 
internship, which is a double credit, "Research in Panama" course for McGill.  
         
       We have two tasks in completing this internship: one is to come up with a 
product for the Visitors Centre (which will be plans for two new exhibits) and the 
other is to write a major research paper for McGill.  

         What we need from you:  In the Conference Room (where you do the 
introduction to BCI for the visitors at the beginning) on the table there are some 
surveys.  At the end of the day, when the visitors are filling our their feedback 
about their experience at BCI, can you please ask them to fill out our survey and 
then put them in the envelop labelled "Surveys"?  We are collecting data for 
our project and it would help us a great deal.  Thanks.

         We have attached for you our "Informe de Progreso" and our "Plan de 
Trabajo." so that you can get a good idea of exactly what we are striving to 
accomplish in our short time here.  Beware that much of what is in there is 
subject to change and some things may have already been changed!     

       We appreciate any feedback or ideas you may have.  See you 
soon!   

Ryan and Sam
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Appendix 4 

SMITHSONIAN TROPICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE-BARRO 
COLORADO ISLAND 

VISITORS PROGRAMME 
 

SOIL EXHIBIT QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
1.  How would you define “soil”? 

a) Where does it begin? 
b) Where does it end? 
c) What are its necessary components? 

 
2.  Why are soils important for: 

a) Plants?  
b) Animals? 
c) Insects?  
d) Humans? 
 

3.  What kind of techniques are scientists using to study soil? 
 
4.  Do you have any reflections on the importance of soil study? 

a) What are some characteristics that differentiate tropical soils from those in temperate 
regions?    
b) Are there any characteristics that soils in the two environments share? 

 
5.  What is it that drew you to soil research? 

a) How will your research contribute to the understanding of soil dynamics? 
 

Thank you for your contributions! 
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Resumen ejecutivo: Abrimos la caja negra- La creación de una exhibición en BCI 
Samuel David Hapke (samuel.hapke@mail.mcgill.ca) y Ryan William Hicks (ryan.hicks@mail.mcgill.ca) 

 
Anfitriona: 
Beth King (kingb@si.edu) 
Intérprete científica, Instituto Smithsonian de Investigaciones Tropicales, Centro Tupper de Investigaciones 
APO AA 34002 0948, USA  Oficina: (507) 212-8216  Fax: (507) 212-8148 
 

El Instituto Smithsonian de Investigaciones Tropicales (STRI) dirige, la protegida Isla Barro Colorado 
(BCI), donde investigaciones científicas puras son conducidas, en medio del Canal de Panamá.  El programa de 
visitantes existe para mostrar a turistas, científicos y estudiantes, el ambiente de la isla y las investigaciones 
tropicales que pasan allá.  Las giras son facilitadas por los guías, pero hay poco interacción entre ellos, los visitantes 
y las exhibiciones.  El Centro de Visitantes, antes, el comedor, está encima de la isla, el cual necesita renovación si 
va a jugar un papel integral a la experiencia educativa de los visitantes.  

 
La meta de ese proyecto fue del tema, “evaluación formativa y desarrollo de exhibiciones para el Centro de 

Visitantes en BCI.”  Para alcanzar las esperanzas de nuestra anfitriona, tuvimos que completar tres tareas generales:  
crear una exhibición sobre la ciencia del suelo e investigaciones del suelo y solicitar las opiniones de visitantes sobre 
exhibiciones propuestas.  Con respecto a la exhibición, se espera proponer texto y un componente interactivo. La 
meta final fue, por medio de nuestra metodología, crear un proceso para el desarrollo continuo de exhibiciones para 
el Centro de Visitantes. 
 

Para hacer esta tarea, necesitamos familiarizarnos con la ciencia del suelo, la creación de exhibiciones y la 
educación del museo.  Lo alcanzamos haciendo investigaciones en la biblioteca de STRI, por el uso del sistema 
bibliotecario del Instituto Smithsonian y por la Internet.  Hicimos entrevistas con científicos en BCI y para los 
científicos no disponibles, les enviamos cuestionarios para llenar.  Todas las respuestas fueron recopiladas en un 
documento para nuestra anfitriona.  Acompañamos los visitantes durante sus giras para conocer el sentido de la 
experiencia de visitantes en la isla.  Creamos un guión  para la exhibición donde el texto, en español e inglés, 
contestaba una “pregunta guía”  que corresponde a un componente interactivo (una gráfica, demostración o 
actividad).  Escribimos el texto con el uso de nuestras entrevistas e investigaciones.  Las actividades fueron 
adaptadas de varios programas de educación agrícola y medioambiental, incluyendo instrucciones para la 
facilitación de cuatro actividades, las cuales corresponden al contenido de la exhibición.  Cuando nuestra exhibición 
propuesta estuvo lista, tuvimos una exposición de la exhibición en el comedor de BCI para recibir sugerencias.  
Creamos una encuesta sobre la exhibición para recopilar esas sugerencias.  Para solicitar las opiniones de los 
visitantes, se hizo una encuesta con seis temas propuestos y se le solicitó a cada visitante colocar en orden de 
prioridad en una escala de uno a seis, sus preferencias.  55 visitantes hicieron la encuesta. 
  

Hicimos un borrador de guión, con texto, graficas y demostraciones propuestas, y un guión de actividades.  
Presentamos nuestros borradores a los investigadores y recibimos sugerencias sobre nuestro producto.  Por medio de 
la encuesta sobre la exhibición, las sugerencias incluyeron aumentar el nivel de interactividad, proveer a los guías 
preguntas para estimular discusión, presentar diferentes tipos de suelo y sus implicaciones, presentar la erosión del 
viento y explicar los métodos de conservar el suelo.  

 
 Respuestas a la encuesta sobre los diferentes temas para la exhibición indicaron que hay mucho interés en 
los estudios del comportamiento de animales y la biodiversidad en la isla.  La ciencia del suelo recibió el menos 
entusiasmo y, frecuentemente, fue puesta en la ultima posición.  Elegimos ese tema antes de obtener los resultados 
porque encontramos que el tema estaría actual durante mucho tiempo.  La ciencia del suelo es, relativamente, un 
nuevo enfoque de la ecología tropical, el cual está acumulando mucho apoyo e interés rápidamente.  También, 
muchos nuevos proyectos se están desarrollando en BCI.  Para la tercera meta, establecimos un proceso por medio 
del cual el desarrollo de exhibiciones puede ser hecho con eficiencia. 
 
 Nuestro trabajo es una pequeña parte de un esfuerzo más grande para restablecer el Centro de Visitantes y 
aumentar su papel en la experiencia de los visitantes.  Recomendamos seguir nuestro proceso, porque resultó en la 
creación de una imagen completa de la ciencia del suelo, para todas personas.  Recomendamos también desarrollar 
exhibiciones sobre el comportamiento de los animales y la biodiversidad y contratar un guía para mantener el Centro 
de Visitantes y sus exhibiciones, cuando sean instaladas.  Finalmente, los guías deben ser consultados para sus 
sugerencias sobre el desarrollo de exhibiciones. Esperamos que nuestra exhibición vaya ayudar a mostrar que el 
suelo no es simplemente una “caja negra” sin importancia y ayude al público apreciar los ecosistemas importantes e 
interacciones encontrados adentro.  Es nuestra esperanza que el proyecto ayude a abrir ese potencial y motivar los 
esfuerzos actuales con el plan de restablecimiento del Centro de Visitantes. 



Executive Summary:  Opening the Black Box:  Exhibit Crafting on BCI 
Samuel David Hapke (samuel.hapke@mail.mcgill.ca) and Ryan William Hicks (ryan.hicks@mail.mcgill.ca) 

 
Host: 
Beth King (kingb@si.edu) 
Science Interpreter, Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute,Tupper Research Center 
APO AA 34002 0948, USA 
Phone: (507) 212-8216  Fax:  (507) 212-8148 
 
 The Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute (STRI) presides over the protected Barro Colorado Island 
(BCI), where much pure scientific research is conducted in the middle of the Panama Canal.  A Visitors’ Program 
exists to expose interested parties, whether they are tourists, students, or scientists, to the island environment and 
current research within it.  Visits are facilitated by guides, but there is little engagement and interaction between 
them and the visitors and the exhibits.  Atop the island sits the Visitors’ Centre, which is in need of updating if it is 
to effectively contribute to the visitors’ learning experience on the island. 
  

The goal of this project was the formative evaluation and development of exhibits for the BCI Visitors 
Centre.  To reach this goal, we needed to complete three general tasks: create an exhibit on soil science and soil 
research and solicit visitor opinion on proposed exhibit topics.  With regard to the exhibit, we were expected to 
propose text and an interactive component.  The final goal was, through our methodology, to create a process 
whereby future exhibit development for the Visitors’ Centre could be followed and be more easily facilitated. 
 

In order to complete this task we first needed to familiarize ourselves with soil science, exhibit creation and 
museum education.  We accomplished this through background research at the STRI library facilities, the use of the 
Smithsonian Institution Inter-Library loan system, and the Internet.  With regard to soil research, scientists at BCI 
were interviewed.  Those who were unavailable were contacted by e-mail and asked to fill out a questionnaire with 
the same questions asked in interviews. Responses from interviews and returned e-mail questionnaires were 
compiled for our host institution.  We also accompanied visitors on their tours to get a feel for a visitor’s experience 
on the island.  An exhibit script template was created, where text, in Spanish and English, answered a guiding 
question and corresponded with an interactive component, be it a graphic, demonstration or activity.  Activities were 
adapted from various agricultural and environmental education programs, and include instructions for guides on 
facilitating four activities corresponding to exhibit content.    Once our proposed exhibit was complete, we held a 
lunchtime display booth in the BCI cafeteria to gather feedback on our project.  A soil exhibit feedback survey was 
created to compile suggestions.  For the visitor opinion portion of the project, a survey with six exhibit topics was 
created and visitors were asked to rank them in order of interest.  55 visitors were sampled.      

 
 With respect to the soil exhibit, we generated a script draft, with text, proposals for graphics and 
demonstrations and an activity manual. We presented our drafts to scientists on BCI and received feedback on our 
work.  Through the soil exhibit feedback tool, feedback included increasing the interactivity of the proposed exhibit, 
providing guides with follow up questions to prompt discussion after each activity, presenting different soil types 
and their implications, presenting wind erosion, and explaining soil conservation methods. 
  

Responses to the visitor opinion survey indicate that there is enormous interest in animal behaviour studies 
and the biodiversity on the island.  Soil science was met with the least enthusiasm and it was often ranked last in the 
survey.  We chose the topic prior to obtaining these results because we felt that the topic would remain current for 
quite some time.  Soil science is a relatively new focus of tropical ecology, but is quickly gathering much interest 
and support.  Many new soil projects are starting on BCI as well. In terms of a result for the third goal of our project, 
we have established a process through which exhibit development at BCI can be done with more ease.  
 

Our work is merely one small piece of a larger effort to revitalize the Visitors’ Centre and increase its role 
in the BCI visitors’ experience.  We recommend following our approach, as it resulted in the creation of a complete 
picture of soil science, for all audiences.  We also recommend developing exhibits on animal behaviour and 
biodiversity following our departure and hiring a guide to maintain the Visitors Centre and exhibits once they are 
installed.  As well, guides should most definitely be consulted for their feedback regarding exhibit development.  
We hope that our exhibit will help to dispel the image of soil as a merely uninteresting “black box” of dirt and help 
the general public appreciate the vastly important ecosystems and interactions contained within it.  It is our hope that 
this project helped to unlock this potential and motivate current efforts with the Visitors’ Centre revitalization plan. 



Host Information 
 
Beth King 
Science Interpreter 
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute 
Tupper Research Center 
APO AA 34002 0948 
USA 
Phone: (507) 212-8216 
Fax:  (507) 212-8148 
kingb@si.edu 
 
 Ms. King’s responsibilities fall under the Office of Communications and Public 
Programs (OCAPP) with in STRI.  As a Science Interpreter, her duties include hosting 
journalists, writing scientific press releases, exhibit development, education programs and 
the BCI Visitors Programme. 
 Her academic background includes an M.Sc in Plant Pathology and a B.Sc in 
Botany, from the University of Wisconsin, Madison.  She has been in Panama since 
1992. 
 
Number of equivalent full days spent on the project in Panama: 26 
Number of equivalent full days spent in the field:  17 
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1.  Introduction 
 Through scientific exploration, we attempt to better our understanding of the 

world around us.  Without the communication of new discoveries to other people, 

scientific progress is impossible.  James Smithson endorsed the importance of 

communication when he made his donation “to fund an establishment for the increase 

and diffusion of knowledge.”  The Smithsonian Institution (SI) stands to gather more 

information about the world and to ensure that this knowledge is shared.  One may argue 

that it is more important to communicate within the scientific community, where 

knowledge needs little adaptation to facilitate understanding, and thus that this is where 

efforts should be concentrated.  This view neglects the transient nature of our species.  

Human lives and careers are finite.  New individuals must continually be inspired and 

groomed to replace the current generation of scientists as time passes.  It is therefore 

equally important to spread knowledge to non-scientists, including youths. 

 Communication of information to individuals, who lack one’s own level of 

familiarity with the material, may require significant adaptation of the knowledge so that 

it can be understood.  Attention must be paid to the potential student’s background 

knowledge and current level of understanding.  A grade-school student and scientist will 

most likely extract very different lessons from the same presentation of information.  

Museums fall under the category of informal education(Errington, 2001), which is 

defined as those teaching initiatives executed outside of a classroom, curriculum-based 

setting.  Unlike formal education, which generally divides students by age into grades 

with the information presented to one grade building upon the material taught in the 

previous one, informal education often does not separate students based on age or 

background.  Exhibits, like those in the many Smithsonian museums, are open to the 

general public, meaning anyone, at any level of training, may access them.  To ensure the 

successful “diffusion of knowledge” to each individual who is exposed to the exhibits, 

the information must be specifically adapted for each type of visitor. 

 The Smithsonian Institution operates many knowledge sources, including both 

research stations and museums, and expects the same drive towards Smithson’s ideals 

from each.  Our work took place on Barro Colorado Island (BCI), a protected research 

island in the Panama Canal, which is one of the many stations maintained by the 
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Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute (STRI).  The island furthers the realization of 

both of Smithson’s goals as it maintains both a monumental research collective and 

extensive visitors’ programme.  Our task was to develop a new interactive exhibit on 

soils to expose BCI visitors to the science of soil and to current research initiatives on the 

island. 

 

 

2.1. The History of Panama in the context of Barro Colorado Island 

 

“Puente de tierra para plantas y animales entre las grandes masas geográficas de América, 

del Norte y del Sur, desde hace aproximadamente tres millones de años” (Suárez, 1998) 

 

Two important historical occurrences were integral to the creation of BCI; one 

involves the natural state of the Isthmus millions of years ago and the other being the 

creation of the Panama Canal. 

As Suárez describes above, approximately two to three million years ago, Panama 

could be described as a bridge between two continents and the vastly different 

ecosystems housed on each.  Floras and faunas from the Northern and Southern met in 

Panama as they migrated across this land bridge. Leigh characterized this phenomenon as 

“the great interchange” (1982).  The results of this great blending can be seen today in the 

high amount of biodiversity observed in the region (Table 1).   

 

Table 1. Biological Aspects of Panama (Wong & Ventocilla, 2002) 

 Number of Species 

Vascular Plants Up to 10,000 

Mammals (including bats) 220 

Birds (including migratory species) 925 

Amphibians and Reptiles 352 

 

The incredible species and environmental diversity found in the region make 

Panama an ideal place to study ecology. 
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After the failed French attempts at constructing a canal, the US seized the 

opportunity.  In 1904, U.S.-led construction of the trans-isthmian waterway began.  The 

massive water amounts needed to run the Canal necessitated a large, renewable source of 

water.  To make such a reservoir, the Chagres River was dammed in 1914, flooding the 

surrounding lands and forming Lago Gatún.  It was with this course of action that BCI 

was ultimately born.   

 

2.2. Barro Colorado Island 

 

“Barro Colorado es, y siempre será, la semilla que dio vida al Instituto Smithsonian de 

Investigaciones Tropicales” (King, 2001) 

 

BCI is accessible from Gamboa, 39 km away from Panama City.  In his book 

Naturalists on the Isthmus of Panama, Stanley Heckadon-Moreno describes BCI as a 

“natural park,” a forested area in good condition, with many plants and animals, “where 

naturalists could expand their knowledge in all branches of the biological sciences” 

(2004).  In addition, it has become a “jumping off point,” for international researchers to 

study the rest of Panama and the region (Heckadon-Moreno, 2004).  “Since even a slight 

acquaintance with tropical nature has already had enormous impact on biology as a 

whole, more thorough study of tropical nature will advance biological understanding in 

ways that we cannot now imagine (Rubinoff and Leigh, 1990).” BCI is not just another 

research station, but a place for scientific knowledge to be shared, created and practised.    

Since 1916, scientists from across the globe have arrived at BCI to study tropical 

ecology.  The largest island to emerge when the man-made Lake Gatún was created in 

1914, it houses 1500 ha of complete tropical forest.  Table 2 characterizes the biological 

aspects of the island and of Panama: 
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Table 2.  Biological aspects of BCI (Wong & Ventocilla, 2002) 

 Number of Species 

Vascular Plants 1368 

Mammals (including bats) 93 

Birds (including migratory species) 366 

Amphibians and Reptiles 90 

 

  One of the most instrumental people in BCI’s evolution as one of the world’s 

leading centres for tropical research was James Zetek (1886-1959).  Zetek arrived in 

Panama in 1911 to study mosquitoes and yellow fever (King, 2001).   Zetek would later 

aspire to establish an “’area of virgin tropical forest that will remain unadulterated, where 

men of science can come to work.’”(Heckadon, 2004).  We know this area today as BCI.     

 

Administration of BCI  

In 1923, Jay J. Morrow, Governor of the Panama Canal Zone, declared BCI a 

protected area for scientific research under the guardianship of the SI, in large part 

because of Zetek’s strong advocacy for conservation efforts (Heckadon-Moreno, 2004).  

The US government transferred full responsibility for the island to the 

Smithsonian in 1946.  When the STRI was established in 1965, BCI became one of its 

research sites.   Subsequent to the Panama Canal Treaty of 1977, BCI became part of the 

5,400ha Barro Colorado Nature Monument (BCNM), along with five nearby mainland 

peninsulas (Buena Vista, Frijoles, Peña Blanca, Gigante and Bohio), administered 

exclusively by STRI (Appendix 1). 

 

BCI Today   

Climate shocks (such as El Niño) and human “invasion” in the region over time 

have made BCI, “in no way ‘pristine’” (Leigh, 1982).  Even still, BCI is considered a 

“mecca” for the study of tropical ecology.  One of the reasons for this impressive title can 

be attributed to its importance to the study of forest fragmentation.  BCI was not always 

an island.  It was originally one of the taller hills amid a larger forest, but became isolated 

by the Canal flooding.  Thus BCI is now a protected example of a forest fragment, ideal 
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for scientific study.  Much current study focuses on comparisons between the island 

species and those of the surrounding BCNM mainland.  Long-term research being carried 

out on the island includes: tropical forest dynamics (including the 50 ha plot), animal 

behaviour, soil science, environmental monitoring, biodiversity, apiculture, Automated 

Radio Telemetry (ARTS), and examinations of the lives of fungi, bats, and howler 

monkeys. 

Hunting rarely occurs within the BCNM as compared to other areas in Panama.  

18 forest guards protect BCI and Gigante.  In the study, “Poachers and Early Palm 

Regeneration,” researchers found that “poaching intensity was lowest in the BCNM,” 

compared to all other protected areas in Panama (Wright et al., 2000).  This protection 

allows researchers to be confident in the integrity of their research subjects, a 

characteristic that makes BCI an even more attractive setting for study.  

Another reason why scientists love working at BCI is of the ease with which their 

research can be conducted.  This is one of the ideals reflected in the mission of BCI: 

 

“Barro Colorado personnel provides support to the scientific visitors and staff, 

applying all the regulations needed for the best management of the Nature 

Monument as a field research station. The mission of the BCNM administration is 

to facilitate the work of researchers by providing quality housing, well-balanced 

meals in the dining room and support services for administration procedures.” 

(STRI, 2005) 

 

Today, BCNM has several administrators organizing, coordinating and supervising the 

activities of visiting researchers, essentially carrying out this mission.  Currently, 

Scientific Coordinator, Oris Acevedo, manages these complex and essential 

responsibilities. 

 The attention, advancement and care that is given to BCNM effectively facilitates 

the carrying out of tropical biology research.  BCI remains the premiere research centre 

in tropical ecology, deepening our understanding of the complex biosphere and providing 

a unique and fragile habitat on which to explore some of the most pressing questions in 

the scientific community.   
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2.3. BCI and Conservation 
 The BCNM benefits greatly from its location within the Panama Canal 

Watershed.  Land here is vital for the continued operation of the Canal, giving its 

preservation political and economic weight in addition to the standard biological concern.  

Conservation was important for the formation of BCI and enables its continued existence.  

BCI also gives back to the conservation community.  Research done on the island can 

best be described as “pure” science, as opposed to applied science.  However, much of 

this “pure” research may have eventual practical implications.  For example, data from 

the current profiling of bird species extinctions on BCI, and its probable root in the 

fragmented nature of the island forest, could be used to sway conservation arguments.  In 

this manner, the conservation of the watershed coupled with the ideals of the Smithsonian 

may bolster support for conservation efforts. 

 The island itself is a model for conservation at its finest.  BCI has the highest ratio 

of guards to land area ratio, a luxury which completely protects the park from poaching.  

In a 2000 study of mammal poaching, BCI had the highest population density of 

mammals out of all the study sites across Panama. (Wright, 2000).  This situation 

facilitates researcher access to study subjects because there are more of them in the same 

area.   

 Ecotourism and conservation are closely linked.  Ecotourism brings interested 

parties in contact with the environment and generates understanding of the patterns and 

processes of these settings as well as current trends.  By illuminating problems in a tourist 

setting, ecotourism programs promote public awareness of conservation issues.  STRI 

seeks to shift the primary focus of ecotourism towards education (Rubinoff, 1998).  

Efforts like the BCI Visitors Programme seek to expose island visitors to both the natural 

wonders found on the island and the research being done to further the understanding of 

this world.  By engendering an appreciation for the natural state of the tropical forest and 

the importance of its study through educational ecotourism, STRI hopes to spread 

conservation thinking and efforts.  Improving the Visitors Centre and thus increasing its 

prominence in the Visitors Programme experience, will help to further connect the 

visitors with the world of BCI and assist STRI in spreading tropical conservation.   
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2.4. BCI Visitors Programme 

 Under the auspices of STRI’s Office of Communications and Public Programmes 

exists the administration and coordination of the BCI Visitors Programme, managed by 

our supervisor, Ms. Elizabeth King.  Beth, who holds both a Master’s Degree in Botany, 

works under the title of STRI Scientific Interpreter.  Along with administrating the BCI 

Visitors Programme, Beth hosts international journalists, and oversees the press releases 

and educational programs connected with STRI.  Her duties on BCI include the 

development of exhibits for the Visitors Centre on the island. 

Up the slope behind the main dock, located between the workshop and the 

greenhouses, lies what once served as the dining hall for those on BCI.  Today the 

building holds a small exhibition and carries the title of Visitors Centre.  Located in the 

oldest building on the island, the Visitors Centre consists of two floors; the bottom level 

housing a gift shop and lecture space, and the top story housing various exhibits that 

profile research initiatives on the island. 

 The Visitors Centre now plays a small role in what is an extensive Visitors 

Programme.  Guided tours of the island are usually held four days a week, but special 

tours are frequently arranged to accommodate visiting groups.  In 2004, BCI received 

4368 visitors, an increase of 1000 visitors from 2002 visitors statistics and a very slight 

decrease from 2003 (4615, the decrease can partially attributed to the presence of the 

JASON Project, which was held during the months of January and February and 

restricted visitation) (STRI, 2005).  Visitors hail from a variety of backgrounds.  One 

week can bring sixty eco-tourists from the United States, twenty scientists from around 

the world, and thirty schoolchildren from right here in Panama. 

 There are 17 guides currently employed by the Visitors Programme.  Their 

responsibilities include escorting the visitors to BCI, leading them on walks on the forest 

trails, and escorting them back to the dock at the end of the day.  Guides are quite 

familiar with island flora and fauna and use this knowledge to point out important 

species, share relevant anecdotes and answer any questions that arise while on the trail.   

 The Visitors Centre at BCI has the potential to be an integral part of the visitor’s 

experience and can serve to enhance the quality of their time spent on the island.   As 
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well, the Centre can be used to forge strong learning connections between the visitor and 

research efforts on BCI.  In order for these ideals to be met, the Centre needs to be 

updated in terms of content and refurbished.   

 

2.5. SI Best Practices: Visitors Studies 

Integral to the process of exhibit development are visitor studies. As our project 

includes carrying out research into soliciting visitor opinion for proposed exhibit topics, 

this document carries many useful methods as to the successful execution of such a task, 

in addition to methods for collecting visitor opinion during the development process.  

Often likened to market research, examining the makeup of regular visitors contributes 

greatly to the direction of exhibit composition: language, interactivity and depth.  But, 

although such investigations can be done to the greatest extent possible and “visitor 

studies during the development process can help to improve accuracy of these guesses… 

they are not flawless” (Office of Policy and Analysis, 2005).  Despite these perceived 

imperfections, this kind of study will at the very least serve to back up the developer’s 

decision-making process when deciding on what visitors would like to experience.   

The Smithsonian Institution Office of Policy and Analysis outlines five stages for 

visitor studies during exhibition development: (I) Idea Generation, (II) Concept 

Development, (III) Design Development, (IV) Fabrication and Installation and (V) Post-

Opening Activities.  The depth of our project at BCI took us up to Stage (III) Design 

Development. 

For Stage (I): Idea Generation, a one-page Exhibition Idea Survey should be 

developed.  For our project, a survey, in English and Spanish, was created that presented 

six exhibit topics, described by a title and two or three sentences.  The purpose of this 

type of survey is, essentially, to provide the exhibit developer, in this case, the Visitors 

Programme, with direction in terms of visitor interest and to “ensure that future 

exhibition ideas are likely to attract a range of visitors” (OP&A, 2005).  We included a 

soil exhibit idea, which was being developed anyways, in the survey to gauge public 

perception of such a topic.  Finally, it appears as though this approach to visitor studies is 

undeveloped within the Smithsonian Institution.  According to a recent document 

released by the Smithsonian Office of Policy and Analysis, they are “not aware of any 
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studies of this kind conducted previously at the Smithsonian” (OP&A, 2005).  Therefore, 

our survey and its results will be forwarded to them at the end of this project. 

Stage (II): Concept Development can occur once an idea has been chosen and can be 

divided into two methods: “Coded Excerpts of Visitors Interviews,” and “Concept 

Evaluation Study.”  However, as the first method requires the work to be carried out by 

“trained interviewers and analysts,” and “OP&A or by its contractors” (OP&A, 2005), 

this was unrealistic for our project as we lacked both time and financial resources for this 

task.    Therefore, we decided to proceed with the second method, “Concept Evaluation.”  

This is defined as “an investigation of visitors’ responses to the direction/approach 

chosen,” and although it is “usually done when the topic or approach is known to be 

controversial,” it was the most realistic and appropriate method for us to use considering 

the nature of our project (OP&A, 2005).  As will be explained in more detail later, 

presenting our exhibit at a lunchtime booth on BCI satisfied this method.   

This was overlapped with Stage (III): Design Development.  By this stage, “the 

basic concept of the exhibition has been set and the team works on the script and design 

that will make it a reality” (OPA, 2005).  Methods involved in this stage include tests of 

alternatives (i.e. ideas, presentations), a “title test,” evaluating reaction to various titles, 

and design prototyping, this is, testing scripts, activities and/or graphics.  Elements of this 

stage were used in creating the exhibit development process for the Visitors Centre and 

the soil exhibit and will be discussed later.  In our project for the Visitors Centre, we 

were able to get to this stage, satisfying our supervisor’s expectations.  She is working 

with a graphic designer to redesign the entire layout of the Centre and would like the new 

exhibits to all fit one universal visual theme, developed by the designer.  Our task was to 

develop the content and activities associated with the exhibit.  Subsequently, both Stage 

(IV): Fabrication and Installation and Stage (V): Post-Opening Activities will occur after 

our departure, when all of the new exhibits are ready for construction. 
 

2.6. SI Best Practices: Exhibition Creation 
 

“Exhibitions are highly complex and varied constructs, and it is inappropriate to 

impose a template approach on either the content or the design aspects of an 
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exhibition.  This would ultimately stifle responsibility and throttle creativity.” (SI, 

2004) 

 

In addition to Visitors Studies, our project also includes the creation and 

execution of a process for Exhibition Creation.  SI does not set strict rules for exhibit 

development, instead “broad guidelines and a set of more detailed standards” 

(Smithsonian Institution, 2004).  With that, their document on “Exhibition Guidelines and 

Standards,” is divided into three general sections that address “aspects that can be 

described as aspirational, procedural and operational” (SI, 2004).  Within these three 

areas are standards for satisfying the values they imply.   And, although the authors try to 

promote this document as broad and general, its guidelines and standards are quite 

comprehensive. 

The “aspirational” section of this document addresses key words such as 

“reflection, learning, emotion, intellect, exploration, and memorable,” to explain the 

goals and values inherent in the exhibits which the SI wishes to create.  The procedural 

and operational sections specifically address the process, guidelines and standards that 

should be carried out in the creation of a SI exhibit.   

Procedurally, there are four phases: “Exhibition Start-Up and Development,” 

“Exhibition Implementation,” “Exhibition Installation and Maintenance,” and 

“Exhibition Evaluation and Closeout.”  The phase that applied the most to this project 

was the first.  Within it, the preliminary review, preliminary audience, project timeline, 

project development assessment and alerting appropriate staff regarding any potential 

issues most apply to our project.  Other aspects are more administrative and bureaucratic 

(i.e. budgeting, fundraising), which do not fit a project at the small scale of ours.  The 

other phases do not apply to our project because the tasks outlined require more of a 

long-term commitment, which we are unable to provide, but which will be done by our 

supervisor (for example, physical exhibition design, monitoring expenditures), or cannot 

be done within the time span of the project (for example, installing an exhibit).  The last 

section, “Installation Standards,” outlines the standards that the exhibit should meet, after 

it has been installed.  This did not apply to our project, but would definitely be applicable 

in the future once the Visitors Programme has reached that stage of development. 
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It should also be noted that the SI runs numerous large museums and that many of 

the standards located within this document would apply to those, and not as much to 

something on a smaller scale, such as the Visitors Centre.  But there are parts of these 

guidelines and standards that can be integrated into exhibit development at the BCI 

Visitors Centre. 

 

2.7. Exhibit Development and Museum Education 

Two integral, yet little-studied fields that play a large role in this project are 

exhibit development and museum education.  These fields are especially relevant to our 

work as the Visitors Programme seeks to move away from traditional, panel-based 

exhibits towards more interactive and engaging ones. 

 “Why have exhibits?”  The Pacific Science Center in Seattle attempts to answer 

this basic inquiry in their publication, “Science Center Know How.”  One reason is that 

they provide physical interaction with information.  “Only the most uninterested and 

unmotivated visitor will fail to interact with an exhibit,” if they are given the opportunity 

to see, feel, hear, and perhaps even smell, “the process of science” (Pacific Science 

Center, 1996).  Secondly, exhibits are always present and available.  Even if non-exhibit 

activities are not available (for example, a tour), the permanent components are always 

accessible and “every visitor has the opportunity to interact with every exhibit” (PSC, 

1996).  

Exhibits serve only to augment information presented primarily in group 

situations (Errington, 2001).  This specifically applies to the Visitors Centre, as it is 

through the guides that visitors are exposed to the majority of information they learn 

while on the island. Therefore, information presented in the exhibits should complement 

and enhance guide teachings. 

 Museum crafting presents a unique opportunity for educators.  It can reveal much 

about one’s own learning process.  The study of hermeneutics, a philosophical branch 

dealing with interpretation, mainly of text, provides insight into the philosophy 

underlying the museum experience.  “Hermeneutics tells us that the construction of 

meaning depends on prior knowledge, and on beliefs and values.”  It is our duty as the 

designers of these exhibits to guide user interpretation.  Our exhibits must be accessible 
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and valuable to varied levels of education and bias.  We must address the knowledge 

background of many groups and ensure that our exhibit allows each type to expound on 

what is already in their past, above all, because of the great diversity of visitors to BCI 

(Hooper-Greenhill, 1994). 

Literature on exhibit crafting recommends simplicity in exhibit writing, not in 

terms of content, but in terms of focus per exhibit.  “Most exhibits should have but a 

single concept.  The best exhibit is one that puts over one new idea for the visitor…every 

exhibit should be multilevel.”(Crane,1995).  Research shows that effective exhibit 

communication is concise and thoughtful.  “Usually, the longer the printed or recorded 

message a display contained, the shorter the viewing time,” writes James W. Shiner in his 

1968 study of the Adirondack Museum.  He set out to study visitor reactions to the 

various exhibits already in place in hopes of finding weak spots for improvement.  

“Realism in an exhibit seems to affect visitor interest.”  His work further supports the 

importance of hands-on education in an exhibit. 

 

3.  Our Project: “Development and Formative Evaluation of Exhibits” 

Our internship served to compliment other initiatives taken by Beth King, in an 

effort to further the prominence of the Visitors Centre. At this point, the Visitors Centre 

plays a small role, if any role at all, in the typical visitor’s BCI experience.    

The current exhibits were constructed using a traditional, flat panel-based 

approach.  They are also currently obsolete with respect to research being carried out on 

the island.  Many of the profiles that depicted cutting-edge research when they were 

originally crafted now present work that is no longer underway.  A perfect example of 

this is a panel profiling the habits of and protocols for tagging the Arpia Eagle.  This bird 

is no longer found on BCI, a fact that makes it hard to continue its study on the island.  

Radio tracking, a process that has recently become automated, is still depicted on the 

walls as a manual, handheld endeavour.  Each day that passes without an updating of the 

exhibition serves to further outdate the material within it.  Ms. King plans on reviving the 

Centre by replacing the old displays with more interactive, engaging, up-to-date and 

three-dimensional exhibits. In order to decide which new exhibits to proceed with, Ms. 

King also needed to solicit visitor opinion.  
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Our task specifically involved developing an interactive exhibit regarding soil 

science and soil research being carried out on BCI, and additionally surveying visitors for 

feedback on their personal preferences for exhibit topics.  To complete this task, we 

needed to answer the question:  How should information be collected and presented in 

such a fashion that it is interactive and can reach all members of a vastly varied audience?  

After our departure, our approach to answering that question will stand as a model for 

future exhibit development and evaluation on the island until the entire remodelling 

project is completed.  The results from the topic interest surveys will aid future 

developers in selecting topics that will be attractive to island visitors. 

 The nature of this project saw numerous smaller tasks come together in the end to 

form a cohesive final product for Ms. King and the Visitors Centre. 

 

3.1  The Exhibit 
 After an initial meeting with Ms. King on January 13 at Tupper, it was decided 

that a soil science would be developed to reflect the fact that there is much current 

research being conducted on BCI in that field.  Again, in developing this exhibit we 

needed to steer away from the current exhibit format (traditional) towards a more 

engaging format (interactive).  At the end of the project, an exhibit script with text in both 

Spanish and English (Appendix 6) was to be provided to the supervisor in order for her to 

continue its development and implementation once we part ways. 

 We visited BCI for the first time on Thursday, January 13, 2005, accompanied by 

Ms. King.  On this visit, we toured the Visitors Centre to get an idea of the environment 

that would await our new exhibit.  We also explored the laboratories and attended one of 

the weekly BAMBI conferences. 

In the first stages of exhibit development, two important subject areas needed to 

be explored.  First, basic research into soil science had to be carried out to familiarize 

ourselves with the material we would be working with.  Secondly, exhibit development 

and museum education literature, as well as SI exhibit development and museum policy 

were reviewed.  Ms. King forwarded information on the latter topic to us, and literature 

on the former topic was ordered through the SI Inter-Library Loan system. 
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An e-mail was sent out at the end of February to all guides presenting ourselves 

and our project (Appendix 3).  In the email, we provided both our Work Plan and 

Progress Report so that they could obtain a better understanding of the exact nature of our 

project.  As well, we requested their feedback on our work up to that point.   

Interviews were conducted with scientists on BCI and unavailable scientists (i.e. 

out of the country or otherwise) were contacted by email and given a questionnaire to fill 

out (Appendix 4).  The interviews and questionnaire attempted to gather information 

about their current research in soil science and to outline the science of soil in general.  

Interviews were conducted with or questionnaires filled out by: Egbert G. Leigh, Alex 

Barron, Robert Stallard, Ben Turner, Joseph Yavitt, Jennifer G. Roberts, David A. Fowle 

and Frauke Barthold.  A summary of their answers can be found in Appendix 5. Of 

interesting note was an almost unanimous opinion that the importance of soil science is 

not yet given enough recognition enough in today’s scientific community.    Alex Barron 

summed this up particularly well.  He described the natural progression of sciences from 

the readily apparent to the less familiar.  Tropical ecology began as a study of what was 

immediately available, namely the animals and plants on the ground.  Researchers are 

now beginning to look towards the less obvious, up to the canopy and down to the soil 

below the ground level.  Soil is an incredibly important ecosystem component that we 

have only begun to explore.  Answers like these will later come to serve the exhibit, as a 

section presenting scientist quotes is being planned. 

A script of the exact text for the exhibit was created in Spanish and English 

(Appendix 6).  The information presented is intended to be of interest to all visitors, 

regardless of their background in soil science and highlights why scientists come to BCI 

to carry out their research on soil.  “Guiding questions” were formulated at the beginning 

of the project to direct the kind of information we wished to gather and the knowledge 

base that we wished to tap.  The information for the script was compiled through research 

(literature, internet) and interviews.  Each text section has a corresponding interactive 

component, which could be an activity and/or a two- or three-dimensional proposed 

graphic representation. 

One type of interactive component that we integrated into the soil exhibit was the 

guide-facilitated activity.  Four of these were prepared and presented in the form of 
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activity guides (Appendix 7).  The format for these activities was adapted from the 

Outdoor Experiential Education program of the Tim Horton Children’s Foundation in St. 

George, Ontario, Canada.  Four activities were prepared based on soil science, outlining 

the purpose, instructions for facilitation, and instructions for staff with respect to 

maintenance.  Oris Acevedo was consulted regarding maintenance concerns, specifically 

with respect to the extraction of soil samples on BCI.  Collection of soil must be done in 

locations and at times that will not compromise the various research initiatives taking 

place.  Samples of this type would need to be replaced frequently, probably on a weekly 

basis, and the activity areas would need to be cleaned after each use.  It has been 

proposed that a guide will be hired for an extra day each week, specifically to maintain 

the activities.  Activities were adapted from resources including the Prince Edward Island 

Ministry of Education, Soil Association and “Identifying Erosion,” by Mary Ann 

Cavanaugh. 

As mentioned earlier, the Visitors Programme reaches a very diverse audience.  

According to the SI, “audience diversity should be acknowledged through the use of a 

variety of content, design, and interpretive methods” (2004).  This is recognized in the 

script especially in the text section.  Language was balanced: simplistic enough for easy 

interpretation yet stimulating enough for even the well-versed specialist in the exhibit’s 

topic.   

 On Friday, April 15, 2005, a lunchtime booth was set up in the cafeteria of BCI to 

showcase our proposed exhibit to visitors and staff.  Posters were put up to advertise the 

event (Appendix 8).  The event was held between 11h30 and 13h30, to show visitors and 

staff the culmination of our work and to get their feedback on what we proposed.  

Visitors and staff were able to experience Soil Exhibit Activities 1 and 3 (Appendix 7), 

read proposed text and read what STRI scientists say about soil.  In order for them to do 

the latter, they first had to write on a card what they thought about soil, using some of the 

guiding questions provided (Appendix 9).  That information was then forwarded to Ms. 

King to be compiled for future use.  Finally, a Soil Exhibit Feedback form was provided 

to facilitate visitor and staff feedback regarding our work (Appendix 10).  In addition to 

that, visitors and staff were encouraged to make suggestions on both the draft exhibit 

script and activity guides throughout the two hours.  
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 On Monday, April 18, 2005, a meeting was held with Orosman de la Guardia, a 

freelance Graphic Artist/Designer.  Ms. King has hired him to work with her on the 

designing of the new Visitors Centre.  The purpose of the meeting was to present him 

with our script and our vision for the soil exhibit, as well as for Sr. de la Guardia to 

present us with his designs and give us his feedback.  At this point, translucent panels 

will be suspended from the ceiling and attached to the floor with by cable and positioned 

on an angle (Appendix 11).  Eventually, our texts, as found in the script, will appear on a 

panel as such.   Sr. de la Guardia stressed the importance of maintenance of the panels 

and more specifically, in our case, the activities and other interactive portions of the soil 

exhibit (for example, replacement of soils).  The meeting was concluded with Sr. de la 

Guardia requesting our future feedback once the physical development of the exhibit 

begins, even after our departure from Panama. 

 Finally, by request of Stanley Heckadon-Moreno, STRI Staff Scientist, a 

PowerPoint presentation was made at the bi-weekly OCAPP meeting on Wednesday, 

April 20, 2005.  The purpose of this presentation was to present our project to the 

department and solicit their feedback.   

 All items produced and information accumulated, as previously mentioned, 

throughout the last four months were presented to Ms. King in both digital and hard copy 

format. 

3.1.1  Limitations and Obstacles 

During the development of the exhibit, limitations and obstacles were faced in the 

solicitation of guide feedback and exhibit text word limits. 

Soliciting guide feedback was one of the most significant obstacles faced.  A large 

part of the success of the Visitors Programme lies in the guides, as they are essentially the 

face of the programme, working on the front lines with the visitors.  Because of the 

nature of the Visitors Programme, it is difficult to congregate all guides in one place at a 

certain time.  Many of them guide as a part-time job, once or twice a week, and have 

other jobs or responsibilities ongoing outside of the Visitors Programme.  Guides 

meetings are only held once a month and both the February and March meetings occurred 

while we were on field trips for our PFSS courses.  Therefore, the only way were able to 

present ourselves and our work to all the guides was through e-mail, which is not the 
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most engaging manner to create discussion and tends to be impersonal. As a result, we 

received minimal feedback.  It is thought that this apathy with regard to our project stems 

from two places, the first being, as previously mentioned, many guides have other things 

going on outside of their job as a guide at BCI.  The second stems from the lack of 

prevalence that the Visitors Centre has in their tours.  If they do take visitors to the 

Centre, the major draw is the gift shop. Otherwise, guides tend to let the visitors wander 

around the exhibit themselves, and rarely actively seek interaction.  Although we crossed 

paths with many of the guides while they were on the island, they were busy guiding 

tours and taking care of visitors the majority of the time, therefore they did not have time 

to share their valuable feedback. 

     The second area where limitations were faced was in the creation of the text 

for the exhibit script.  This could be described as both physical and practical limitation.  

Physically, there is not enough space on the panels to explain everything that can be 

explained about soil science and soil research on BCI, in both Spanish and English.  

Practically and functionally, an exhibit lacks appeal when it is inundated with words and 

long explanations (Shiner, 1975).  Therefore, we were forced to present the most 

important and engaging information compiled, and as a result, use of concise and 

descriptive language was imperative. 

In addition to prioritizing information, we also needed to ensure that our exhibit 

was accessible and valuable to all types of visitors.  This requires that the same text will 

contain information understandable by school children, but not be too simple for visiting 

scientists.  Unfortunately, we were only able to run one lunch-time booth to test visitor 

responses to our proposed exhibit and activities.  Tour groups are often homogenous as 

far as visitor type. This means that on any given day one would see only one type of 

visitor.  In order to solicit feedback from each type, which is vital to ensuring that the 

exhibit is useful for each type, it would be necessary to hold these meetings on several 

different days.  This, we simply did not have time to do.  However, our draft scripts and 

activities are now available to our supervisor and she can potentially test them on other 

groups. 

 

3.2 Surveying 
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3.2.1  Exhibit Topic Interest Survey 

 The Smithsonian protocols recommend continual gathering of feedback at each 

stage of the exhibit crafting process.  In this manner, the exhibit approach and content 

never strays too far from the abilities and desires of its prospective audience.  Before an 

exhibit can be developed a topic must be chosen and this choice depends on both the type 

of audience and type of information being presented.   Within the context of the 

museum’s main theme, audience approval can help to determine a subject to pursue.  

(Office of Policy and Analysis, 2005). Alongside our development of the exhibit on soils, 

we prompted visitors to BCI to rank a series of six potential future exhibit topics on a 

paper survey.  A blank copy of the survey, which provides a description of each of the six 

proposed exhibit topics, can be found in the Appendix 2. 

 By the end of our time on BCI, we were able to survey over fifty visitors, 

regarding topic interest.  Within this pool of fifty-five people, many backgrounds were 

represented.  We collected surveys from twenty-one tourists, ten local teachers, seventeen 

students, four research assistants and one guide; thirty-one were from Panama, twelve 

from the United States, two from Canada, and one from each of Germany, France and El 

Salvador.  Thirty-four participants answered in Spanish; the other twenty-one responded 

in English.  The raw data can be found in Appendix 12. 

 Based on survey results, the two most popular topics for future exhibits were 

animal behaviour and biodiversity.  Twenty-two, or 40% of the total, visitors ranked the 

topic of animal behaviour as their number one choice. Thirty-eight people, or 69% of 

participants, ranked it in the top three choices.  Regarding an exhibit profiling 

biodiversity on BCI, fifteen visitors, 27% of participants, ranked it number one (Figure 

1).  Thirty-nine people, approximately 73% of those surveyed, ranked this exhibit in the 

top three.   
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Figure 1 – Number of highest scores given to each exhibit topic 

 

 Responses to the topic of an environmental monitoring profile were generally 

positive, with 56% placing the topic in the top three, and 79% ranking it in the top four.  

However, only six people, or 10%, ranked this topic as their first choice.  

 The distribution of rankings for the “BCI: Behind the Scenes” and “Why is the 

World Green?  The life of a leaf” topics were slightly negative, but spread almost evenly 

across the spectrum of rankings.  For “BCI: Behind the Scenes,” which would be a 

glimpse into the inner workings of the island, such as food importation and waste 

management, the distribution is almost bi-modal.  22% of visitors surveyed ranked this 

topic number one, but 30% also marked it as their last choice.  Rankings in between were 

fairly evenly distributed, with an average of around 12% for each.  However, 60% of 

participants marked this topic as either four or below.  The leaf profile was ranked in the 

lower half by 56% of participants, but responses were distributed somewhat evenly, with 

an average of nine responses for each ranking and standard deviation of 1.9. 

 Although we had chosen soil as the topic for our exhibit, we included it in this 

survey to gauge audience enthusiasm for the subject and to test an unofficial hypothesis 

of sorts.  Soil scientists adamantly preach that soil and its study are too often neglected in 

the minds of the public and even other scientists.  Unaware of the vast ecosystem housed 

in the world’s soils and their immense importance for the more-familiar, more-accessible 
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above-ground ecosystems, many people hold an image of soil as an impenetrable “Black 

Box,” unworthy of consideration.  This opinion is reflected in the results of our exhibit 

topic survey.  67% of participants ranked soil in the lower half of the rankings.  Sixteen 

ranked it dead last, while only five ranked it number one (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 – Number of lowest scores given to each exhibit topic 

 

It is natural to wonder why, especially given the results of these surveys, we 

would choose to develop an exhibit in this area.  First of all, the island, where we 

conducted the majority of our work and that will host the exhibit, is named “Barro 

Colorado,” which in English translates to “Red Clay.”  Tropical ecologists are starting to 

look beyond the readily-visible ground-level life forms, up into the canopy and down 

below the surface of the Earth.  Soil is thus a relatively new area of study, but it seems to 

have taken hold and should quickly become a staple of tropical research.  As mentioned 

earlier, our work developing this soil exhibit will stand as a model for the completion of a 

revitalized Visitors’ Centre, full of completely new exhibits.  These future exhibits have 

yet to be developed.  The soil exhibit took much time to develop as will the future 

development of the additional exhibits.  This fact required that the topic we chose to 

pursue would need to remain fresh for quite some time so that it would not be outdated 

by the time the whole museum refurbishing was completed.  Tropical soil science and the 
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projects proposed for its advancement are in a relatively young phase that is bringing 

much interest and enthusiasm to the field.  One such project is the mapping of the soils on 

BCI to obtain a portrait of the whole island and will provide more data for the 

comparison of environments on the island.  This project is in its early stages and will not 

be completed for some time, meaning that it will remain relevant and fresh over the next 

several years as the museum is completed. 

Overall popularity was examined in two ways.  First, the total number of highest 

scores(ranked number 1) were counted for each exhibit topic.  On this scale, the order, 

from most popular to least popular is: Animal behaviour, biodiversity, “BCI: Behind the 

Scenes,” “Why is the world green?,” environmental monitoring, and finally, soils.  The 

number of each of the ranks assigned to each topic was weighted by multiplying them by 

the corresponding rank.  These were then averaged.  Lower scores, such as one, 

corresponded to more popular exhibit topics and so in this weighted system the lowest 

score was the most popular.  This system ranked the exhibits from most popular to least 

popular as: animal behaviour, biodiversity, environmental monitoring, “Why is the world 

green?,” “BCI: Behind the Scenes,” and soils.  Complete data and charts are included as 

Appendix 12. 

Based on these results, we recommend focusing development efforts on exhibits 

featuring animal behaviour studies and a profile of the biodiversity found on BCI.  Both 

of these topics were ranked highly by most visitors.  By crafting exhibits that visitors 

helped to choose, developers will enhance visitor enthusiasm towards the Centre.  The 

nature of the survey allows its completion to continue without our supervision.  It is 

hoped that copies will be distributed to future visitors in order to amass an even larger 

bank of data on the subject and increase confidence in the results obtained thus far. 

 

3.2.2  Soil Exhibit Feedback Form 

 As mentioned earlier, Smithsonian exhibit protocols recommend audience and 

scientist input during all phases of exhibit development.  This, of course, includes the 

draft and prototype stages.  In order to obtain input on our drafted script and activities 

from researchers, we ran a display booth in the cafeteria on BCI during lunchtime.  We 

felt that this would be the optimal way to reach as many scientists as possible, given that 
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they convene to eat meals together.  Our booth contained copies of the script and 

activities, demonstrations of several of the activities, answers to broad soil questions as 

provided by soil scientists in previous correspondences, the exhibit topic survey 

described above, and also, a new survey soliciting input on the exhibit materials being 

presented.  This survey, which can be found in the Appendix 10, prompts input regarding 

the efficacy of the script and activities, using both multiple-choice and open-ended 

questions.  Written comments are encouraged as well.  Unfortunately, the staff on BCI at 

any given time is rather small and only seven surveys were completed.  Of those 

surveyed, three were researchers on the island, three were research assistants and one was 

a tour guide; three were from Panama, two from Germany, one from Colombia and one 

from Canada.  

 The first question asks the participants about their background knowledge level 

regarding soil.   Three people reported average knowledge, two reported little knowledge, 

and two stated that they possessed no knowledge of soils.  No one claimed to be an expert 

on soils, which means that this group made for an excellent test subject.  Although they 

may have been unable to illuminate mistakes, they were in a position to learn from the 

materials and share their thoughts on unanswered questions or areas where further idea 

development would be effective. 

 Regarding the level of interactivity employed in the current exhibit draft, two 

people suggested more interactivity would benefit the exhibit, while four felt the current 

amount was sufficient.  It was satisfying to see that our efforts were appreciated by most 

of the group, but given our task of crafting an interactive exhibit, perhaps more 

interactivity should be implemented. 

 No participant reported having a problem with handling the soil samples during 

the activities.  We actually designed this question more for tourists than BCI scientists.  

The fact that all but one participant, who merely reported indifference, enjoyed handling 

the soils may be an artefact of surveying within a group whose daily lives take them into 

the tropical rain forest, where they more than likely get a little dirty on occasion.  

Regardless, if the activity materials are well maintained and regularly changed, we do not 

foresee too many people having a problem with soil handling.  Those that do are more 

than welcome to abstain from participating in the activities as they are run. 
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 100% of participants stated that they found the information content 

understandable.  No one reported the material as too complex or too simplistic.  This 

input we trust given the background of the participants, all of whom are researchers, 

research assistants, or guides, who have previously been exposed to scientific literature 

and logic.  Data and charts are included as Appendix 12. 

 The fifth question asked the visitors to share what they learned from the material.  

Two people were struck by the importance of soils for other organisms and ecosystems.  

Two more learned from the apple activity that only a tiny fraction of the Earth is covered 

by productive soil.  Lastly, one person reported appreciating the term “Black Box” in 

describing the widespread misconceptions about soil.  Suggestions for improvement 

included providing the guides with discussion questions to follow up each activity and 

also to better define the components of soil.  

At this point, data collection is limited by time.  We will not have a chance to 

revisit the island and collect more input from scientific staff.  Running the draft exhibit 

and activities with tour groups to complement the feedback already obtained from 

scientists would also benefit the exhibit.  But again, we simply did not have the time.  

Hopefully, those that inherit the project will be able to implement our survey and gather 

feedback not only from more scientists, but also from other types of visitors in order to 

sample a population more representative of the entire audience. 

 

4.  Recommendations 

 Our work is merely one small piece of a larger effort to revitalize the Visitors’ 

Centre and increase its role in the BCI visitors’ experience.  We recommend following 

our approach, as it resulted in the creation of a complete picture of soil science, for all 

audiences.  We also recommend developing exhibits on animal behaviour and 

biodiversity following our departure and hiring a guide to maintain the Visitors Centre 

and exhibits once they are installed.  Finally, guides should most definitely be consulted 

for their feedback regarding exhibit development.   
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5.  Conclusion 

 The title, “Opening the Black Box,” which preceded both our proposed exhibit 

and symposium presentation came to encapsulate more than just the soil it was originally 

supposed to represent.  For the two of us, the concept of a mysterious, unappreciated 

“Black Box” took two forms.  When we first set out on this project, we shared the public 

view of soil as a “Black Box.”  Neither of us had had much exposure to the science of 

soil.  As a biologist, Sam had been exposed to soil processes and nutrient cycling briefly, 

but his later choice to focus on evolution and paleontology kept his exposure to a merely 

introductory level.  Soil was certainly never explored in Ryan’s studies of international 

development.  And thus, we began our investigation of soils with a blank slate similar to 

the one we were attempting to fill in the public mind. 

 One might see our position as disadvantageous for the type of product we were 

trying to create.  Without a thorough understanding of the subject, how could we ever 

present it in an exhibit?  Our situation, however, proved to be quite beneficial to our 

efforts.  Before we could craft the exhibit, we were forced to experience the learning 

process ourselves.  Over a short period of time we traversed the whole spectrum of soil 

knowledge, from a blank slate initially to well-informed by the end of our research, and 

so each stage of understanding was fresh in our minds when we began writing the script.  

As outlined earlier, our exhibit had to reach all types of audiences, regardless of 

background and training.  By seeing soil through various eyes, we hope that we were 

better able to craft an exhibit that would benefit all types of visitors. 

 Our naïveté was not limited to the vastness of soil ecosystems.  Another black box 

awaited opening.  Entirely consumed by the worlds of thought presented in each exhibit, 

most museum visitors probably do not stop to ponder the creation of the exhibits 

themselves.  We too had little concept of the process behind museum exhibits.  Just as we 

had underestimated the vastness of soils prior to research, we did not wholly appreciate 

the scope of our task at the start of our work.  Research requires time to travel to and 

from the library, to find sources and to review them, and to process the information 

uncovered.  Interviews require the identification of appropriate subjects, contacting them, 

conducting the interviews, transcribing these interactions and later scouring them for 

important remarks.  Surveying requires the planning and writing of the surveys, their 
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printing and distribution, and finally their scoring and analysis.  All of this coordination 

of people, places, and information must be managed for each exhibit being developed.  

The process takes time and effort and this fact needs to be understood when planning for 

development.   

 This paper presents the fruits of our labour and reviews the time and efforts made 

to collect this information and generate the scripts.  Our work produced only one exhibit, 

which it is hoped is merely the first of many.  Beth King plans to replace almost all of the 

museum’s current contents with novel, interactive exhibits.  Hopefully, the process that 

we have outlined in this paper will allow the next exhibit developments to proceed more 

efficiently.   
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SMITHSONIAN TROPICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE-

BARRO COLORADO ISLAND 
VISITORS PROGRAMME 

 
SOIL EXHIBIT QUESTIONNAIRE 

 
1. How would you define “soil”? 

a) Where does it begin? 
a. Soil begins at the bottom of your feet: provided that you are outdoors 

and not standing on concrete! - Yavitt 
b. Where you have a reasonably large input of mineral matter as opposed 

to leaf litter. – Leigh 
c. First layer of decomposed organic material, not the full leaves, but 

right below the layer of leaves, where they have been acted upon by 
insects or by bacteria so the organic matter is degraded – Dave, Jen, 
Ezra 

d. Hydrogeologist POV: right beneath the leaf litter; need to have 
minerals to have defined soils – Dave, Jen, Ezra 

b) Where does it end? 
a. Going across the landscape, it ends where standing water begins. 

Going downward, that is tougher to define. Basically, soil extends 
downward to rocks, which have not yet been altered by biological 
activity. However, this is not a sharp transition, and we now know that 
microorganisms can occur within pore spaces in rocks that are sitting 
at a considerable depth. – Yavitt 

b. Soil ends at the bottom of the rooting zone – Barron 
c. Where you have a rock that roots can’t get into, although sometimes 

rock comes in pieces and roots get through the pieces – Leigh 
d. When you hit the bottom of the C horizons, there are large cobbles of 

parent rock material with very little area for any roots or anything to 
get into. – Dave, Jen, Ezra 

e. Hydrogeologist POV - Right beneath the root zone and then beneath 
that the unsaturated zone.  After the root zone should have flow and 
microbiology that is physically-controlled rather than biologically – 
Dave, Jen, Ezra 

c) What are its necessary components? 
a. Soil consists of minerals, organisms – both live and dead – water, air, 

and the most abstract component: time! - Yavitt 
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b. A question that is still debated among soil scientists!  My practical 
definition would be a mixture of mineral and organic materials derived 
from biological activity on the products of weathered rock.  However, 
I work with soils that are essentially 100% organic matter (Histosols 
(peats) from the Florida Everglades) to desert soils that are almost 
completely mineral material (for example, soils from the 
intermountain western USA, with <0.2% organic matter). - Turner 

c. As an ecosystem ecologist I think a lot about ecosystems in terms of 
interactions between plants and soil.  And, you know, so there is the 
traditional soil science text book definition of soil which is the 
unconsolidated material at the surface of the earth that shows signs of 
weathering and biological activity.  So you can sort of think about it 
that way.  Functionally, ecosystem ecologists tend to think about soil 
as this mix of organic and mineral matter, where plants and soil 
microbes interact, and so with a lot of the work we do we are sort of 
interested in the soil down to where trees have roots.  In terms of 
everything going on in an ecosystem that’s where a majority of the 
game plays out.  That’s where plants can get minerals from the soil, 
that’s where organic material breaks down and is transformed by 
microbes back into free nutrients that the plants then take up again. – 
Barron 

d. Material weathered from bedrock, or flown in from somewhere else, 
whose particles are sufficiently small that they can be penetrated by 
roots. - Leigh 

e. “Dirt is interesting stuff” – Leigh 
f. From a mechanistic POV and as a geologist, soil is the disaggregated 

bedrock material, which is broken up in to several horizons, ABC, 
classifications relating to the extent to which parent rock has been 
weathered. – Dave, Jen, Ezra 

 
2.  Why are soils important to: 

a) Plants? 
a. Soil provides the plant’s habitat, a physical place to set roots, water for 

survival, and a storehouse of nutrients for growing new tissue. – Yavitt 
b. Soils provide the matrix to physically support plants, the home for 

microorganisms that contribute to their well-being, and regulate their 
supply of moisture and nutrients.  – Turner 

c. Soil provides the critical interface between plants, microbes, water and 
mineral elements that is the key to so many biological processes on earth.  
It is impossible to imagine life on land without soils.  – Turner 

d. Soil is penetrable by roots, but also resistant enough that by rooting in soil, 
trees can’t be blown over.  Soils hold water, but not so tightly plants can’t 
suck it out.  It has to hold nutrients, but not so tightly that plants can’t suck 
them out.  It must be sufficiently permeable to gases, but that there can be 
a decent exchange between oxygen getting in and carbon dioxide getting 
out. - Leigh 
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b) Animals?  
a. Soil supports plants that become the food for animals that eat plants and, 

in turn, the animals that eat animals that eat plants, and so on and so on. 
Therefore, soil is an essential part of all food webs. – Yavitt 

b. Soil provides the habitat for a multitude of animals and insects and of 
course supports the plant communities in which the animals make a living. 
- Turner 

c) Insects? 
a. Soil can provide habitat for certain kinds of insects. They can find shelter 

in soil air spaces, water to keep hydrated, plant food to eat. - Yavitt 
d) Humans? 

a. Humans would have a tough time surviving without plants and animals for 
food, which rely on soil for their own growth. – Yavitt 

b. The expansion of humans around 10,000 years ago was initiated by our 
exploitation of soil via the development of agriculture.  We changed from 
mobile hunter-gatherers to sedentary communities, but have often taken 
the soil for granted.  Indeed, there is now abundant evidence that in many 
cases the collapse of ancient civilizations was largely due to 
overexploitation of the soil.  A similar phenomenon is occurring today, as 
we degrade the environment, including the soil, putting at risk our global 
future. – Turner 

c. In places where farmers have recently secured land tenure, they need to 
ensure that at least one of their kids will take care of their land and know 
how to take care of it.  One interesting thing: the contrast between a 
stream at normal flow and a stream at full speed after storm.  One of the 
things that happens when people use soil badly is that it compacts the soil 
and in the wet season, water infiltrates it and it has less water storage 
capacity.  Then, more water runs off during the rains, leaving less water to 
keep the stream going in the dry season.  This is stuff that can be avoided 
when people learn how to farm properly.  In cut and run operations, there 
is no longer choice of where you can do it, and this could be trouble, big 
trouble.  – Leigh 

d. Within soils, there are lots of processes going on in human time and on 
scales that we can measure and understand and that impact us on a human 
time scale.  As a geologist that is rare. – Dave, Jen, Ezra 

e. Soil as a precious commodity because of its agricultural use.  It is the 
lifeblood of crops and should be treated with respect.  Global carbon CO2 
budget is in many ways controlled by soil in that every time a rock 
dissolves, it consumes some CO2 and this process is part of the 
mechanism that keeps our atmosphere and oceans in harmony.  As we take 
more rainforests and pave more farms, we affect a lot of processes on a 
global scale. – Dave, Jen, Ezra 

 
 
3. What kind of techniques are scientists using to study soil? 
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a. Because “soil” is a catchall for the mantle covering the Earth’s terrestrial 
(not aquatic) surface, there are many ways to study soil. Some scientists 
are chemists by training, and thus they use highly technical instruments to 
probe the chemical elements in soil particles and the ways those elements 
bind together. Soil also is filled with all kinds of life. The newest 
techniques look at the molecular structure of DNA and RNA and the 
information coded in the structure that reveals the organism’s identity. We 
cannot forget that organisms produce lots of unique enzymes that help 
them access the chemical elements in soil, and thus many soil scientists 
borrow techniques from biochemistry and enzymology to probe soil’s 
catalytic properties. One more approach focuses on soil water, where it is 
and where it flows. Hydrologists have there own set of field instruments 
and computer models to help track soil water. I am sure there are more! – 
Yavitt 

b. Soil is such a diverse entity that there are countless aspects to its study.  
Soil analysis can also be extremely complex, not least because it is 
impossible to study below-ground processes without considerable 
disturbance to the system.  Three broad subject areas are soil biology, soil 
chemistry, and soil physics, although the boundaries between these 
disciplines are increasingly blurred.  Many aspects of soil research require 
truly interdisciplinary study.  Historically, soil was studied from an 
agricultural perspective – how could soils be manipulated to maximize 
agricultural yields (e.g. through the use of fertilizers etc).  Increasingly, 
however, soils are studied for their ecological importance.  Current high 
profile topics are the link between soil chemical and physical properties 
and community ecology, below-ground diversity (for example, do changes 
in plant diversity influence soil microbial diversity?), and environmental 
impacts of agriculture.  To study these, scientists often combine 
generations-old methods for soil characterization with the most advanced 
tools in analytical chemistry and microbial genetics.  Study of soil in terms 
of understanding plant ecology is an emerging discipline. - Turner 

c. Nodule enzymes will split acetylene, like they will dinitrogen.  The 
product is ethylene, which collects in the experimental container jar.  Gas 
chromatography is then used to measure any increase in the surrogate gas.  
You can then count number of nodules and measure gas increase to show 
productivity of the total contents of the container.  And then, you can 
extrapolate to whole tree.  Also, you can use extraction to measure 
available N in soil.  Coat soil in high salt solution, which removes 
nutrients in solution.  Then run in a chromatographer to see the contents. - 
Barron 

 
 
4.  Do you have any reflections on the importance of soil study? 

a) What are some characteristics that differentiate tropical soils from those 
in temperate regions? 
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a. Despite many years devoted to study, it is NOT a cliché to say that: we 
know little about the world’s soils. We know that soil is variable enough 
that the distinction between “temperate” region soils versus “tropical” 
region soil is NOT a true distinction. Many soils from tropical climates 
have characteristics more common to temperate regions, and vice versus. 
Soils continued to be studied in a haphazard manner with many different 
classification systems, taxonomies, and, surprisingly, little agreement on 
some basic definitions. This is “the nature of the beast” given a material 
that covers a bit more than 25% of the Earth’s surface. – Yavitt 

b. In general, I think it is slightly misleading to refer to ‘tropical’ and 
‘temperate’ soils, although it is fair to say that temperate soils tend to be 
younger (formed since the last ice-age), whereas tropical soils are older, 
sometimes very old indeed!  The tropics are dominated by old, highly 
weathered ‘red’ soils, such as Oxisols and Ultisols (terms from the United 
States Department of Agriculture soil classification).  Such soils contain 
lots of iron and aluminum oxides and certain clay minerals that strongly 
sorb nutrients like phosphorus.  As a result, many tropical soils are 
extremely infertile and agriculturally poor.  This is why tropical forest 
cleared for agriculture is often abandoned after only a few years.  Other 
tropical soils can be quite different.  The volcanic soils around Vulcan 
Baru in Panama are rich, dark soils called Andisols.  These young soils 
contain large amounts of nutrients like phosphorus and are typically very 
fertile.  - Turner 

c. Idea of tropical ecology shifting away from the readily apparent surface 
topics (animals, stems, etc.) to the less apparent, less easily 
accessed(canopy, soil) – Barron 

d. No absolute differences.  Good and bad of both: tropical sun and rain are 
harder; more rain may mean less time for nutrients to leech out of a good 
soil into a less good one. – Leigh 

e. The tropics have a wet and dry season, which are punctuated events.  In 
conditions in the rainy season, vegetation is consumed quickly, there is 
much carbon flux, and a carbon cycle budget.  Minimally disturbed areas 
in the tropics and tropical geological processes.  Tropical studies can be 
put in context into interdisciplinary science. – Dave, Jen, Ezra 

f. The Panama Canal region is an especially good area to study these 
questions. Because of the long history of US involvement, in additional to 
the exceptional characterization of the region’s flora and fauna by STRI 
and other scientists, we have quality data regarding land-cover history, 
topography, meteorology, hydrology, and geology, all of which form the 
underpinnings of a comprehensive research program in soils. The 
operation of the Panama Canal has stabilized land-cover changes in many 
parts of the Canal watershed, including forests within various parks and 
adjacent agricultural and pastoral land cover, as well as the first large 
artificial lake in the tropics. Land-cover change is accompanied by short-
term transient changes. Here, we can examine the net effect of change 
after a century of stability. - Stallard 
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b) Are there any characteristics that soils in the two environments share? 

a. Absolutely. However, there are many unique features. One of the most 
interesting stories about soils is the mistake made by soil scientists from 
the north temperate world when they journeyed to the tropics for the first 
time and saw the majestic rain forests, which – naturally – they assumed 
were growing on the world’s most fertile soil. We now know that nutrient 
cycling in these forest was much different than that in northern forests, 
and indeed the soils were quite poor in fertility – at least as defined by 
temperate soil criteria. Once the trees were removed, the soil lost fertility 
VERY quickly. Soil cannot be studied as an entity upon itself. Soil is just 
one component of the ecosystem and understanding relationships among 
all of the ecosystem’s components will help advance our knowledge. - 
Yavitt 

 
 
5.  What is it that drew you to soil research? 

a) How will your research contribute to the understanding of soil dynamics? 
a. I was educated in botany and plant ecology. However, I became interested 

in soil through its role in plant decomposition. This was NOT spawned by 
a morbid interest in the death of plants rather than their growth and 
reproduction. Rather I saw colonization of dead plant tissue by the myriad 
of soil insects and microorganisms as fundamental component of the 
plant’s life cycle. That interest in soil has led me to study the organic 
chemistry of plant tissue and how it supports microbial metabolism to 
molecular studies of the microorganisms themselves. My interests range 
from Paleosols (ancient soils) that covered to the highest Arctic regions of 
the world, to organic Peat Soils in our contemporary wetlands, to tropical 
forest soils. – Yavitt 

b. I am currently very interested in phosphorus and the multitude of different 
forms in soil, including inorganic and organic phosphates.  Plants and their 
associated mycorrhizal fungi have evolved complex adaptations to be able 
to use these different forms, and this may partially explain the presence of 
different species in different environments.  In particular, the availability 
of the different phosphorus compounds changes through time as 
ecosystems evolve, which seems to partially regulate community 
composition by selecting for species that can access the different 
compounds.  Some of the organic phosphorus compounds that occur in 
soils exist nowhere else in nature.  Part of my work involves trying to 
measure these compounds, and to understand their origin and function in 
soils. - Turner 

c. My training as an undergraduate was as a chemist and a geologist.  I’ve 
always had a knack for chemistry and have been interested in chemicals 
and the language of chemistry, but I’ve always been a nature geek as well.  
I was always the weird one asking questions about chemistry in the 
environment as opposed to in a test tube. – Barron 
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d. Accompanying these transformations are major shifts in the soil 
environment marked by profound changes in root composition and 
abundance, soil fauna, the supply and composition of organic matter 
entering the soil food web, and presumably the makeup of soil fungal and 
microbial communities. At the same time changes in the soil physical 
environment affect soil hydrology, runoff, and erosion. We still do not 
know the net effect of these changes on the carbon cycle.  – Stallard 

 
 

Thank you for your contributions! 
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DRAFT SOIL EXHIBIT SCRIPT 

 
Guiding 

questions 
Text (English) Text (Spanish) Graphic/Activity/ 

Demonstration 
What is soil? 
¿Qué es el 

suelo? 

“Soil is the excited skin of the 
earth,” 

a mixture of mineral and organic 
materials resulting from 

biological activity on  weathered, 
broken rock that provides a 

diverse habitat for 
microorganisms, from fungi to 

bacteria.  

“El suelo es el pelo excitante de 
la tierra,” una mezcla de 

materiales mineral y orgánico, 
resultado de actividad biológica 
sobre roca rota que provee un 

hábitat diverso para los 
microorganismos, desde hongos 

hasta bacterias.      

 
 3D coming out of panel or
 Real profile enclosed in a 

glass case 
Why are soils 

important? 
¿Por qué son 

importantes los 
suelos? 

Soils store the water and 
nutrients that plants need to 
grow and provide physical 

support for this growth.  
Humans, animals and insects 

rely on plants for food and 
energy.  Without soils, the world 
could not support the complex 
ecosystems we observe today. 

Los suelos guardan el agua y 
los alimentos que las plantas 

necesitan para crecer, y  
proveen el sostén para ese 

crecimiento.  Los seres 
humanos, animales e insectos 
dependen de las plantas para 

alimento y energía.  Sin suelos, 
el mundo no podría sostener los 

ecosistemas complejos que 

Soil Exhibit Activity 2: “The 
mucky hand test” 
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observamos hoy.  
How much soil 

is there? 
 ¿Cuánto suelo 

hay sobre la 
tierra? 

 
 

25% of the Earth is covered by 
dry land.  Only half of this land is 

productive. 
Only 60% of productive land can 

support food production. 
This leaves only 7.5% of the dry 

land on Earth as soil.   
We depend on this tiny amount 

for the world’s food supply, but it 
competes with other needs, 
such as housing and roads. 

El 25% de la Tierra está cubierta 
por tierra seca.  Solamente la 

mitad de esa tierra es 
productiva.  Sólo el 60% de la 

tierra productiva puede sostener 
la producción de alimentos.  Nos 
queda con un 7.5% de la tierra 

seca como suelo.  Dependemos 
de esa pequeña cantidad para 
la provisión de alimento, pero 
también, compite con otras 

necesidades como viviendas y 
carreteras. 

Soil Exhibit Activity 1: “how 
much soil is there?” 

 
Graphic representation of earth 

divided into sections…. 

Why do BCI 
scientists want 
to study soil? 
¿Por qué los 
científicos de 
BCI quieren 
estudiar el 

suelo? 

Modern tropical ecology is 
moving away from the surface to 

topics harder to access: the 
forest canopy above and the soil 

below. 
Soils provide the basis for entire 

ecosystems.  BCI allows for 
research with little human 

disturbance because it lies in the 
protected Canal Watershed.  

Panama provides ideal 
examples of past human 

impacts, such as the Gatun 
Lake flooding, that are now 

preserved for study in protected 

La ecología tropical moderna 
está empezando a enfocarse en 

los tópicos más difíciles de 
investigar: el dosel del bosque 

arriba, y el suelo abajo. 
 Los suelos proveen la base 

para ecosistemas enteros.  BCI 
permite realizar investigaciones 

con bajo impacto humano 
porque está ubicada en la 
Cuenca del Canal, un área 
protegida.  Panamá provee 

ejemplos ideales de impactos 
humanos del pasado, como la 
inundación del lago Gatún, que 

Soil Exhibit Activity 3: “Are all 
soil particles the same size?” 
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environments. ahora son protegidos para las 
investigaciones en tales 

regiones. 
How do they 
study soil? 

¿Cómo 
estudian el 

suelo? 
 

Soil science incorporates all of 
the scientific disciplines.  

Chemical analyses are done to 
reveal soil composition and 

nutrient levels.  Geology and 
physics explain how soils are 

arranged and how they function.  
Biology relates soil to the living 

beings in and around it.    

La ciencia del suelo incorpora 
todas las disciplinas científicas.   
Análisis químicos son hechos 

para mostrar la composición del 
suelo y niveles de nutrientes.  

La geología y la física explican 
como los suelos se organizan y 
funcionan.  La biología relaciona 

los suelos con los seres que 
viven adentro y alrededor  

Pictures of Soil Scientists 
studying soil, doing an 

experiment, “in action,” with their 
quotes. 
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DRAFT Soil Exhibit Activity 1: “How much soil is there?” 

 
Activity Overview 
 This is an excellent activity that guides can facilitate along the trail and use as an 
introduction to soil.  Visitors will become familiar with quantity and quality of soil that 
exists on our planet.  This activity stresses the small amount of soil that actually exists 
and illustrates the value of soil.  
 
Age Group: ALL 
 
Material: 
• Apple 
• Knife 
 
Instructions: 
1. Stop the group along the trail and bring their attention to the soil. 
2. Give them a brief explanation about soil, “Barro Colorado,” etc. 
3. Ask them to estimate how much of the earth’s surface is used to produce food. 
4. Cut the apple into quarters.  Explain that three quarters of the earth is water.  Set 

them aside.  The remaining quarter represents the total land mass of the earth. 
5. Cut this quarter in four: one sixteenth are mountains, the second sixteenth are 

deserts, the third sixteenth is tundra, ice caps and land not suitable for farming.  Put 
them aside.  The remaining sixteenth is all the land suitable for growing crops. 

6. Cut the remaining portion in two.  One of these represents land that could be used 
for food but is covered by roadways, cities, houses and other infrastructures that 
people have built.   

7. Now, take the other portion (which represents one thirty-second of the earth) and 
peel it.  This apple peel represents 3% of the apple’s surface, which is topsoil that 
we need to grow food.  Explain to the visitors that this piece of skin represents the 
soil we depend on for the world’s food supply, which competes with other needs and 
demands (housing, infrastructure, malls, etc.), and sometimes it does not win out. 

  
 

For staff: 
• Apples can be found in the fridge in the cafeteria. 
• Ask the kitchen to borrow a sharp knife. 

Adapted from Prince Edward Island Ministry of Education: Agriculture Education 
www.edu.pe.ca 

 



 

 
DRAFT Soil Exhibit Activity 2: “The mucky hand test” 

 
Activity Overview 
  This activity allows visitors to differentiate different soil types located on BCI by 
texture.  Visitors will be able to differentiate between sand, clay and loam.  This simple 
test is also used by farmers to find out about their soils.     
 
Age Group: ALL   
 
Material: 
• Soil samples: sand, loamy sand, loam, clayey loam, clay  
• Water 
 
Instructions: 
8. Explain to the visitors: each type of soil is easily formed into a shape.  The final 

shape you get corresponds to a soil texture. 
9. Have each visitor take enough soil and water so that they can knead it in their 

hand(s). 
10. Have them try and make the following shapes: 
 Shape Type of soil 

 

cone sand 

 

ball loamy sand 

 

worm loam 

 

bent cracked worm clayey loam 
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smooth bent worm clay 

11. The final shape they get is the soil texture, for example, if a worm shape can be 
made but it breaks if bent, it is a loam. 

12. Visitors should be sure to wash their hands once the activity is completed. 
 

For staff: 
• Take soil from one of the round bowls. 
• Soil should be replaced each week  
• A pitcher is available for you to pour water on each visitor’s soil sample  

Adapted from Soil Association Primary Resources www.soilassociation.org 
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DRAFT Soil Exhibit Activity 3:  “Are all Soil Particles the Same Size?” 

 
Activity Overview 
 This activity illustrates the heterogeneity of soil particles.  This activity should be 
done once the group enters the Visitors Centre, as it takes a while for the soil to settle. 
 
Age Group: ALL 
 
Material: 
• Small jar/see-through container 
• Soil 
• Water 
 
Instructions: 
13. Give each visitor a jar and fill it with two-thirds full of water. 
14. Have them pour soil in until the jar is almost full. 
15. Put the cover on and shake vigorously. 
16. Have them set the jar on a table and continue the tour of the Visitors Centre 
17. At then end of the tour, take the visitors back to their jars.  The soil should be settled 

and consist of 4 layers: coarse sand on the bottom, then fine sand, then silt and clay 
on top. 

18. Discuss the results: why did the coarse sand settle first?  Why are the levels 
different for different soil types? 

  
 
For staff 
• Use soil from the larger bucket of soil (not the small round ones, those are samples 

for Activity 2). 
• Use the pitcher to fill the jars with water. 
• When the activity is done, have the visitors dump their soil/water in the bucket 

labeled “soil/water.” 
• This bucket needs to be emptied after each time this activity is performed.  

Adapted from Prince Edward Island Ministry of Education: Agriculture Education 
www.edu.pe.ca 
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DRAFT Soil Exhibit Activity 4: “Erosion: Soil Movement by Water” 

 
Activity Overview 
 This is an excellent activity that combines field and indoor lessons to elaborate 
the concept of erosion by water.  On the trail, guides define erosion and point out 
pertinent examples.  Inside the Visitors Centre, guides demonstrate the movement of 
soil by water and the anchoring of soil by plant roots.  This activity could serve as the 
basis for a discussion of land use practices near the Canal and on farms and the 
importance of plant cover in reducing erosion.  To save time and maintenance 
requirements, the indoor component could be performed solely by the guide with 
volunteer participation. 
 
Age Group: ALL 
 
Material: 
• Potted plant 
• Soil 
• Several small rocks 
• Large aluminum trays 
• Water and containers 
• Newspapers 
• Books or something else for raised support 
 
 
Instructions: 
On the trail 
19. Stop the group along the trail near evidence of erosion(suggestions include streams, 

tree run-off, etc.). 
20. Give the group a brief explanation of erosion, with emphasis on erosion by water. 
21. Ask them to find examples of erosion around them as they continue along the trail 

and point them out to the group. 
 
In the Centre 
1. Instruct the group to split into groups of around four people.  Give each group some 

newspaper to cover the table, an aluminum tray, enough soil to fill the tray, and 
several stones. 

2. Have each group fill the bottom of their tray with soil and position the rocks firmly in 
the soil so that they do not move. 

3. Each group should now put one narrow end of the tray up on a book so that the tray 
lies on a slant with one narrow edge on the table and the other on the book. 
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4. Then, ask a member of each group begin to pour water slowly onto the soil at the 
highest portion of his or her tray and ask them to share their observations. 

5. Now have each group increase the water flow, noting any differences in the 
movement of the soil and rocks within the trays.  A brief commentary on the 
difference between temperate and tropical rains, with an emphasis on the increased 
threat of erosion in the tropics, would fit perfectly here. 

6. Now ask the group to discuss ways to prevent erosion. 
7. that the dirt Remove the plant from its pot.  Point out the root structure and the fact 

travels with the plant as you lift it out of the pot.  Discuss the importance of plants 
and their roots in preventing erosion.  At this point, there are many topics to illustrate 
this point, including: the grasses introduced to slow erosion around the Canal; 
landslides due to hillside farming; etc. 

8. Have the group assist in cleaning up the activity materials.  
Adapted from “Identifying Erosion” by Mary Ann Cavanaugh

rstuff.com/pages/298.shtml 
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SUELO: 

ABRIMOS LA CAJA NEGRA 
SOIL: 

OPENING THE BLACK BOX 
 

 

Venga para ver la presentación de una nueva 
exibición para el Centro de Visitantes. 

Come and see the preview of a new exhibiton for 
the Visitors Centre. 

VIERNES entre 11h30 y 13h30  
FRIDAY between 11h30 y 13h30 

En el comedor / In the cafeteria
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¡Contribuya a la exhibición! 
Llene una carta, contestando a algunas de las siguientes 

preguntas sobre el suelo: 
¿Qué es suelo?  ¿Dónde comienza?  ¿Dónde termina?  ¿Qué son sus 

componentes necesarias? 
¿Por qué el suelo es importante a plantas, animales, insectos, y 

seres humanos? 
¿Tiene usted algunos comentarios sobre el suelo? 

   

Contribute to the exhibit! 
Fill out one of these cards, answering some of the following 

questions about soil: 
How would you define soil?  Where does it begin?  Where does it 

end? What are its necessary components?   
Why is soil important to plants, animals, insects and humans? 
Do you have any reflections on the importance of soil science? 
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Ayúdenos en nuestra evaluación de esa nueva 
exhibición.  Por favor, responda a las siguientes 

preguntas.  ¡Gracias! 

  
Isla Barro Colorado – Centro de Visitantes 

Barro Colorado Island – Visitors Centre 
EXIBICION DE SUELO 

SOIL EXHIBIT

Help us evaluate our new exhibit.  Please respond to 
the following questions.  Thank you! 

 
 

1.  Before visiting BCI, what level of knowledge did you have in regards to 
soil? 1.  Antes de visitar BCI, ¿que nivel de conocimiento de suelo tenia? 

___ Alto ___Promedio ____Bajo ____Nada 
____ High _____ Average          ______Low ______ None      
 2.  Elija uno de los siguientes respuestas: 
2.  Choose one of the following responses: ____Le habría gustado experimentar más interactividad 
____I would have liked to experience more interactivity ____Le habría gustado experimentar menos interactividad 
____I would have liked to experience less interactivity ____Estoy satisfecho con la exhibición propuesta 
____I am satisfied with the proponed exhibit    

3.  Con respecto a las actividades, ¿le gustaba tocar los suelos? 3.  With respect to the activities, did you like handling the soils? 
___ Si  ____ No    ____Indiferente ____ Yes ____No  ______Indifferent 
  
4.  Para usted, la información presentada es: 4.  According to you, the information presented is: 
___Demasiada simple ___ Comprensible    ___Demasiada compleja ___Too simple ____Understandable ____Too complex 
  
5.  ¿Qué has aprendido sobre el suelo? 5.  What have you learned about soil? 
  
  
  
 6.  Do you have any new questions about soil?  
6.  ¿Tiene nuevas preguntas sobre el suelo?  
  
  
  
 ¿Quien es usted? Who are you? 

Age:_____ Edad: _________ 
Where you are from:________ De dónde viene: ____________ 
Type of visitor [scientist, student, tourist, other (specify)]:___________ Tipo de visitante [científico, estudiante, turista, otro (especifique)]: ___________  
Comments regarding the exhibit: Comentarios sobre la exhibición: 
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Percentage of Lowest Scores Given 

for Each Exhibit Topic

Soils
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Animal 
Behavior

4%

BCI: Behind 
the Scenes
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Biodiversity
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green?
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Percentage of Highest Scores Given 
for Each Exhibit Topic

Soils
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Animal 
Behavior

32%

BCI: Behind 
the Scenes

17%
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al 
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Biodiversity
22%

Why is the 
world 

green?
13%
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Results of the Exhibit Idea Interest Survey      
          
NOTES:  None of these are dated, not that that should matter.   
   We numbered each survey so that we could verify any of these responses. 
          
          
Numero A B C D E F Age Origin Lang. 

1 6 1 5 3 2 4 70 Chicago English 
2 5 1 2 1 2 1 57 Illinois English 
3 4 5 6 3 2 1 59 Illinois English 
4 5 2 6 4 1 3   English 
5 6 2 1 3 4 5   English 
6 4 2 5 3 1 6 61 Arizona English 
7 2 1 6 4 3 5 65 Arizona English 
8 5 1 6 4 2 3 69 Illinois English 
9 6 1 5 4 2 3 75 Wisconsin English 

10 6 5 3 2 1 4 50 Canada English 
11 6 1 3 5 2 4 54 Canada English 
12 5 2 1 3 4 6 32 Panama Spanish 
13 1 4 6 2 3 5 65 Wisconsin English 
14 6 1 3 4 2 5 54 USA English 
15 6 1 4 3 2 5 56 Michigan English 
16 2 1 1 1 1 1 48 Panama Spanish 
17 5 1 3 6 2 4 27 Panama Spanish 
18 6 5 2 4 3 1 40 Panama Spanish 
19 6 3 5 2 1 4 49 Panama Spanish 
20 4 1 1 3 4 2  Panama Spanish 
21 1 5 1 1 4 1 34 Panama Spanish 
22 5 3 6 3 6 6 37 San Miguelito Spanish 
23 5 3 1 4 2 6 51 Panama Spanish 
24 1 1 1 4 1 1 32 Panama Spanish 
25 1 5 6 2 3 4 38 Panama Spanish 
26 6 4 5 3 1 2 38 Panama Spanish 
27 4 3 1 6 2 5 47 Panama Spanish 
28 6 1 5 4 2 3 46 Panama Spanish 
29 3 4 6 5 1 2 19 Panama Spanish 
30 3 5 6 5 6 4 16 Panama Spanish 
31 4 6 5 2 3 1 22 Panama Spanish 
32 4 3 1 6 5 2 23 Panama Spanish 
33 5 1 6 3 2 4 57 USA English 
34 4 5 3 1 6 2 71 USA English 
35 2 1 6 3 4 5 60 Panama Spanish 
36 6 1 1 6 1 1 19 Santiago Spanish 
37 2 1 3 2 1 2 27 Panama Spanish 
38 6 1 4 6 6 5 19 Penonome Spanish 
39 6 1 5 4 2 3 19 Panama Spanish 
40 6 4 5 2 1 3 17 Panama Spanish 
41 2 6 6 5 6 4 19 Panama Spanish 
42 4 2 3 5 1 6 26 Panama Spanish 

Appendix 12 
 



 

43 5 1 6 2 3 4 30 El Salvador Spanish 
44 5 4 1 2 3 6 49 Panama Spanish 
45 4 3 4 4 2 3 18 Panama Spanish 
46 6 4 5 2 3 4 22 France Spanish 
47 2 1 5 3 4 6 18 France Spanish 
48 3 1 4 2 1 2 24 Germany English 

49 3 
 

5 2 1 4 6 34 Panama City Spanish 
50 3 2 6 4 1 5   English 
51 1 3 4 2 6 5 24  English 
52 5 2 1 3 6 4 24 Panama Spanish 
53 3 2 6 5 4 1 25 Panama Spanish 
54 4 5 6 1 2 3 24 USA English 
55 3 2 6 4 1 5 26 Toronto English 

          
          
For rank charts        

Exhibit A B C D E F Soils   
1 5 22 12 6 15 9    
2 6 9 3 12 16 7    
3 7 7 7 13 8 8    
4 10 6 5 13 8 12    
5 11 9 11 6 1 11    
6 16 2 17 5 7 8    

          
Weighted         
Exhibit A B C D E F    

1 5 22 12 6 15 9    
2 12 18 6 24 32 14    
3 21 21 21 39 24 24    
4 40 24 20 52 32 48    
5 55 45 55 30 5 55    
6 96 12 102 30 42 48    

Average 38.16667 23.66667 36 30.16667 25 33    
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Histogram of Responses - 
Q1. Before visiting BCI what level of 

knowledge did you have in regards to 
soil?
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Histogram of Responses - 
Q2. In regards to interactivity, I would 

like to see...
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Histogram of Responses -
Q3. Did you like handling soils in the 

activities? 
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Histogram of Responses - 
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Subject # 
Question 
1 2 3 4

1 4 3  2
2 3 3 3 2
3 2 3 1 2
4 2 1 1 2
5 2  1  
6 4 1 1 2
7 3 3 1 2

     
     
     
Response 1 2 3 4

1 High More Yes Too simple 
2 Average Less No Understandable
3 Low Satisfied Indifferent Too complex 
4 None    
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